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 Developed by FAO in collaboration with University of Freiburg (Germany), building on

experience with e-learning tool “Climate and flood forecast applications in agriculture” 

 Objective: A training and self learning tool to support awareness raising and capacity 
building on “Planning for adaptation to climate change in agricultural sectors”

 Target groups:  

 field technicians and extension staff in agriculture and related sectors in developing countries 
 governmental and non-governmental organizations engaged in implementing CC adaptation projects

 4 interactive learning modules in English language

 Accessible through: http://www.webgeo.de/fao-webgeo-2-intro/









Testing and dissemination strategy

 Released after in-depth testing in developing countries,  and further fine-tuning, thereafter,  based on feedback

 freely available, on the web and CD-ROMs

 field testing already done in Nepal, Bangladesh and Philippines and other countries.

How to use it?

 stand alone; but modules can also be picked individually, can be used in 2-3 days workshops

 useful materials to design interactive training processes, including guided training sessions
(1 /2 day session per module) combined with self-learning 

 each module is composed of several sequential learning sessions including interactive exercises

 the tool is structured along a global perspective with specific field examples including video clips from various 
countries



1.  Holistic and structured step-by-step guidance from ABC of Climate 
Change to Community Adaptation Planning and implementation 

3.  Beyond a manual, emphasizing on:

(1) explaining “why it is important” and encouraging deep thinking, 

(2) local specificity, not “one size fits all” and providing diverse tools, 

(3) significance of long-term and sustainable perspective.

2.  Compass to figure out direction in complexity in community adaptation 
planning/implementation.  (Provide hints, keys to solve problems/stacked 
situations.)
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3. Emphasis on (2) local specificity, not “one size fits all” approach 
and providing diverse tools, 



3. Emphasis on (3) significance of long-term and sustainable 
perspective



Thank you

You can access this toolkit from
http://www.webgeo.de/fao-webgeo-2-intro

Welcome your feedback or CD-ROM request to
Kenya.Konno@fao.org
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